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ABSTRACT
COLLECTIVE DECISION MAKING IN TIBETAN MACAQUES: HOW
FOLLOWERS AFFECT THE RULES AND EFFICIENCY
OF GROUP MOVEMENT
by
Amanda Kathryn Rowe
May 2017
Primate societies must undergo successful collective decision making during
group movement to stay cohesive and provide ecological and evolutionary benefits of
sociality. This study investigates how a fan structure facilitates successful group
movement in the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques (Macaca thibetana) at Mt.
Huangshan National Reserve in Anhui, China. We used structural equation modeling
(SEM) to determine the relative influences of sex, age, maternal kinship, dominance,
and social network centrality on the number of fans (consistent followers) an individual
had, and the number of group members an individual was a fan of (fandom). SEM
revealed that dominant females had more fans, while younger, dominant individuals
with more maternal kin were fans of more individuals. Fans and fandom were most
strongly influenced by dominance, mostly displaying a strong network of females
occupying top positions in the hierarchy who consistently followed each other. Rules
used in affiliative interactions were maintained during movement to aid in successful
collective decision making. In addition, we examined the relationship between the fan
structure and movement efficiency. A positive regression between fans and efficiency
(R² = 0.402) and conversely a negative correlation between fans and number of
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unsuccessful movements (Rs = -0.367) was found, suggesting a link between social
connections maintained in a movement and the efficiency of movement. Dominant
females with more fans initiated less efficient movements because their complex fan
structure slowed the joining process. However, individuals with more fans led fewer
unsuccessful movements, suggesting a relationship between fans and initiation success.
These findings displayed a complex network of social relationships within Tibetan
macaque societies that were used during group movement organization to maintain
cohesion and provide the benefits of sociality.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The study of social evolution, because of the complexity of interactions, is
among the major scientific challenges. Sociality can be highly beneficial to members of
a group through reduced predation risks (Cresswell & Quinn, 2004), facilitation of
information transfer (Couzin & Krause, 2003), and improved decision-making (Ward,
Krause, & Sumpter, 2012). To reap such benefits, however, successful decision making
by consensus must occur to promote cohesion of the group. This is particularly
important in collective movement when group members coordinate their activities.
Consensus in collective decision making emerges from individual interactions
between group members (Ame et al., 2006). This is demonstrated in a variety of
organisms including insects (Cronin, 2013; Passino & Seeley, 2006), birds (Farine et
al., 2014), fish (Sumpter et al., 2008), non-human primates (Fernandez, Kowalewski, &
Zunino, 2013; Jacobs, Watanabe, & Petit, 2011; Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2010;
Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009), and humans (Pratt & Sumpter, 2006; Sumpter &
Pratt, 2009). Although the processes of collective decision making such as when groups
decide on the most beneficial resources to exploit (Beckers et al., 1990; Deneuborg &
Goss, 1989; Mallon et al., 2001), have been examined, there remains much that is
unknown regarding the mechanisms underlying these processes.
Two hypotheses, quorum and mimetism, have been proposed for how a
collective decision is made. The quorum hypothesis states that an individual’s
likelihood of performing a behavior increases until it exceeds a threshold, or quorum,
above which a collective decision is made (Sumpter & Pratt, 2009). In collective
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movement, once a certain number of individuals join a movement, a quorum is reached
and entire group movement will occur. This mechanism aids in accuracy and cohesion
during group decision-making (Passino & Seeley, 2006; Pratt et al., 2002) and has
evolved separately in several organisms such as bees (Passino & Seeley, 2006), ants
(Cronin, 2013), and primates (Wang et al., 2015). Alternatively, the mimetism
hypothesis proposes that an individual’s probability of joining a movement increases
with the number of individuals who have already joined the movement (Wang et al.,
2015). This mechanism is observed during collective movement in such macaque
species as Macaca thibetana (Wang et al., 2015), M. fuscata (Jacobs, Watanabe, &
Petit, 2011) and M. tonkeana (Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009). Collective decision
making in primates such as Tibetan macaques, however, can be driven by a
combination of quorum and mimetic factors and mimetism may aid in achievement of a
quorum threshold (Wang et al., 2015).
Tibetan macaques are listed as near threatened by the IUCN and the CITES.
These primates live in groups with linear dominance hierarchies (Berman, Ionica, & Li,
2004). Groups are female philopatric with males dispersing at maturity, leading to
strong female-female bonds (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Li, Wang, & Han, 1996). Due
to these factors, Tibetan macaques display many complex social relationships which
may influence collective decision making during group movement. Researchers at
Anhui University in China have found that Tibetan macaques, particularly the YA1
group at Mt. Huangshan, display distributed leadership during collective movements
and use a combination of quorum thresholds and mimetism (Wang et al., 2015). In
addition, social affiliation has been shown to positively influence initiation success,
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displaying the importance of selective mimetism in group movement for this species
(Wang et al., 2016).
To understand the processes involved in successful collective decision making
during group movement in Tibetan macaques, we dissected the mimetic principles that
aid in quorum achievement through the evaluation of a fan structure consisting of fans
and fandom. A fan is an individual who consistently follows a specific individual during
movement, while fandom is the number of other group members an individual is a fan
of. To investigate what factors make an individual have more fans and what makes an
individual a fan of more group members, I used structural equation modeling (SEM) to
test hypothesized associations of an a priori model against collected data.
Discrimination in sex, maternal kinship, dominance, and age are known to play an
important role in the formation of strong bonds in primate societies and were
hypothesized to influence the degree of fans and fandom through a network of complex
interactions that were uncovered through SEM.
Tibetan macaques’ female philopatric society leads to strong female-female
bonds and weaker male-male and male-female bonds (Fratellone, 2015; Xia et al.,
2012). Male relationships are formed based on reciprocity and creation of alliances for
support in the acquisition and maintenance of dominance positions, which influence
access to females. Dominance in male primates is influenced by age through the
acquisition of top dominance positions by younger males determined through agonistic
encounters (Cheney, Seyfarth, & Smuts, 1986). The formation of a strong femalebonded society with the inclusion of weak male-male relationships based on reciprocity
and weak male-female relationships based on copulation led to the hypothesis that a
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strong association between sex and fans/fandom would exist, with female Tibetan
macaques being more socially connected and having higher rates of fans and fandom.
While maternal kinship, rank, sex, and age in primate societies have all
demonstrated an influence on rate, direction, and degree of reciprocity of interactions,
maternal kinship often plays the strongest role in a network (Silk, Samuels, & Rodman,
1981). The ‘kin biased attractiveness hypothesis’ suggests degree of maternal
relatedness will influence affiliative relationships (Sade, 1965; Yamada, 1963) and has
support as an important organizing principle of alliance formation and affiliative
interactions in female philopatric societies (Bernstein & Ehardt, 1985; Kapsalis &
Berman, 1996; Silk, 1982; Widdig et al., 2001; Yamada, 1963). Maternal kinship can
lead to more affiliative interactions such as grooming and support during agonistic
encounters (Widdig et al., 2001). The formation of strong matrilineages influences the
acquisition and maintenance of female dominance rank (Berman, 1983; Kawai, 1965;
Kawamura, 1965). In female philopatric primate societies, females form dominance
hierarchies based on maternal kinship (Berman et al., 2008) where entire matrilineages
rank above or below other matrilineages (Kawai, 1958; Missakian, 1972; Sade, 1967).
In these societies, where females typically are ranked below their mothers and adult
sisters are ranked based on age (Kawamura, 1965), female linear dominance hierarchies
often remain stable due to the support of these strong matrilineal kin relationships.
Dominance rank also influences social relationships through an attraction to
higher rank (Seyfarth, 1976; 1977) where unrelated female cercopithecids will benefit
from associating with high-ranking females through reciprocity. Low ranking
individuals will try to associate with high-ranking individuals (Kapsalis & Berman,
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1996; Seyfarth, 1977; Silk, 1982) and rank distance negatively correlates with affiliative
behaviors among female macaques (Estrada, Estrada, & Ervin, 1977; Thierry, Gauthier,
& Peignot, 1990). In female philopatric primate societies, a distinct relationship exists
between maternal kinship and dominance and both maternal kinship and dominance
influence social interactions. Based on these relationships, we hypothesized that there
would be a positive relationship between maternal kinship and fans/fandom, a positive
relationship between dominance and fans, and a negative relationship between
dominance and fandom.
Strong support also exists in primate societies for the similarity principle, where
individuals most often affiliate with those of similar maternal and paternal kin, age, and
rank (Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell, 1986).
Individual macaques who affiliate tend to be closely matrilinealy related and close in
rank (Kapsalis & Berman, 1996). Based on these findings, we hypothesized that
dominant females would have more fans, and individuals at the core of the social
network (highly connected to individuals of varying traits) would be fans of more
individuals.
Additionally, we hypothesized that group members with more fans would lead
highly efficient movements because more individuals would follow the initiator more
quickly. To test this hypothesis, we determined the connection between fans and
efficiency of movement. In this study, we found that dominant females had more fans,
younger, dominant individuals with more familial connections were fans of more
individuals and individuals with more fans led less unsuccessful movements. These
findings uncovered the relationships and rules that were used during group movement to
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aid in organization and to facilitate cohesion so individuals can reap the benefits of
sociality.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Sociality
The evolution of stable social groups in primates is thought to have developed in
two steps: a shift from solitary foraging to unstable multi-male/multi-female
aggregations, followed by a secondary transition to bonded mother-daughter and
reproductive adult relationships. This transition to sociality evolved during an increased
occurrence of diurnal behavior which likely led to elevated predation pressure (Shultz,
Opie, & Atkinson, 2011). Many researchers attribute the success of Homo sapiens to the
development of sociality which led to increased cognitive abilities. The social
intelligence hypothesis argues that selective pressures such as competition and
cooperation which emerged from sociality have played a crucial role in the evolution of
the brain and cognition, particularly in primates (Seyfarth & Cheyney, 2015). While it is
argued that sociality has led to superior cognitive abilities and success in Homo sapiens,
many non-human primate species today display a clear link between sociality and
increased fitness.
Sociality increases survival and longevity in a variety of species, indirectly
influencing fitness. Allogrooming, a cooperative social behavior beneficial to the
recipients, is a common form of sociality among primates. Allogrooming is linked to
tick load and overall health in primates. Through allogrooming, baboons (Papio
cynocephalus) can remove ticks from places they could not reach themselves,
preventing the detrimental effects of associated ectoparasites (Akinyi et al., 2013).
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Social integration causes thermal benefits as well. For example, the capacity of
Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus) to establish and maintain social relationships
allows for an increased ability to huddle and behaviorally thermoregulate to survive
extreme conditions (McFarland & Majolo, 2013; McFarland et al., 2015). Along with
this, sociality reduces predation risks (Cresswell & Quinn, 2004), buffers the short-term
effects of stress and reduces adrenocortical activity (Silk et al., 2010). These benefits
will lead to increased survival and longevity which in turn can lead to a higher lifetime
fitness.
Along with the indirect effects of survival and longevity on fitness, sociality
displays clear direct effects on fitness. Ruffed lemurs (Varecia variegate) who
communally nest, show clear fitness differences between cooperative and noncooperative individuals. Communally nesting females spend less time at their nests and
more time feeding, which translates into improved maternal energetics. Infants
belonging to single nesters suffer greater mortality than those belonging to communal
nesters (Baden et al., 2013). In Assamese macaques (M. assamensis) sociality decreases
stress levels, which is detected through lower fecal glucocorticoid levels, and is
predicted to lead to higher lifetime fitness (Fürtbauer et al., 2014). Assamese macaques
also display a link between social bonds, social status, and fitness in males (Schülke et
al., 2010).
Sociality facilitates information transfer between individuals, increasing both
survival and fitness (Couzin & Krause, 2003). Sociality allows for conspecific
information transmission regarding the environment that increases survival through the
expansion of available resources (diversification in diet and use of bioactive materials),
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the avoidance of harmful materials and foods (Hardus et al., 2015; Masi et al., 2012),
and improved decision making (Ward, Krause, & Sumpter, 2012). While sociality is
clearly beneficial in many aspects, to reap such benefits, successful decision making by
consensus must occur to promote cohesion of the group and prevent fission (Conradt &
Roper, 2003; Couzin et al., 2005; King & Sueur, 2011; Ruckstuhl, 1999). To achieve
this goal, social species must undergo collective decision making processes when
making choices regarding the most beneficial action for the highest number of members
in the group. This is particularly important in collective movement when group
members coordinate their activities. Collective decision making can be complex and
differs greatly among animal taxa. Studying these processes can allow us to understand
complex group movement and decision making that allowed for the evolutionary
success and radiation of Homo sapiens (King & Sueur, 2011).
Collective Decision Making
Collective decision making occurs when groups of social organisms can choose
from one of two (or more) mutually exclusive behaviors. When applying collective
decision making to group movement, processes can be studied prior to and during
movement in an effort to investigate the choice between two or more mutually
exclusive target destinations (King & Sueur, 2011). Collective decision making has
been studied in a variety of organisms including insects (Cronin, 2013; Mallon, Pratt, &
Franks, 2001; Passino & Seeley, 2006; Pratt et al., 2002; Seeley, Camazine, & Sneyd,
1991), birds (Ballerinie et al., 2008; Daruka, 2009; Davis, 1980; Farine et al., 2014;
Major & Dill, 1978; Nagy et al., 2010; Pomeroy & Heppner, 1992), fish (Partridge et
al., 1980; Radakov, 1973; Sumpter et al., 2008; Ward et al., 2008;), buffalo (Prins,
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1996), sheep (Crofton, 1958), non-human primates (Jacobs, Watanabe, & Petit, 2011;
Fernandez, Kowalewsi, & Zunion, 2013; Pyritz et al., 2011; Sueur, Deneubourg, &
Petit, 2010; Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg 2009), and humans (Dyer et al., 2008; Faria et
al., 2009; Moussaid et al., 2010; Pratt & Sumpter, 2006; Sumpter & Pratt, 2009).
Across taxa, collective decision making manifests as the influence of individuals
on the actions of other group members, resulting in collective behavior (Couzin &
Krause, 2003). Consensus in collective decision making emerges from these simple
interaction rules used in communication (Ame et al., 2006). In other words, large scale
biological phenomenon occurs due to simple individual interactions. Collective
behavior does not have to be coordinated by a leader, but instead can be due to the
transfer of local information about decisions of neighbors or closely affiliated
individuals (Radakov, 1973). Although the processes of collective decision-making
have been examined, such as when groups decide on the most beneficial resource to
exploit (Beckers et al., 1990; Deneubourg & Goss, 1989; Mallon et al., 2001), much
remains unknown regarding the mechanisms underlying how collective decisions are
made. This study was designed to further the understanding of these mechanisms.
Two hypotheses, quorum and mimetism, have been proposed to account for how
a collective decision is made. A quorum is the number of group members required to
exhibit a behavior for the entire group to exhibit the behavior. In this mechanism, the
probability of members exhibiting a behavior increases with the number of group
members already performing the behavior (Wang et al., 2015). An individual’s
likelihood of performing a behavior increases until it is above a threshold, or quorum,
above which a collective decision is made (Sumpter & Pratt, 2009). In group movement
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for example, once a certain number of individuals join a movement, a quorum has been
reached and entire group movement will occur. This mechanism can aid in accuracy and
cohesion during group decision making (Passino & Seeley, 2006; Pratt et al., 2002) and
is seen in a variety of organisms such as bees (Passino & Seeley, 2006), ants (Cronin,
2013; Franks et al., 2003; Pratt et al., 2002; Pratt & Sumpter, 2006), fish (Ward, Krause,
& Sumpter, 2012), non-human primates (Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2010; Wang et
al., 2015), and humans (Sumpter & Pratt, 2009).
Quorum thresholds can be fixed (Wang et al., 2015) or can vary depending on
environmental context (Cronin, 2013). An example of a fixed quorum is found in
Tibetan macaques (M. thibetana), which reach a quorum threshold at seven out of 12
adult individuals (Wang et al., 2015). In contrast, to maintain group cohesion and
maximize speed during group movement, some ants (Myrmecina nipponica) adapt their
quorum thresholds to environmental context (Cronin, 2013). Honey bees also adapt
their quorum thresholds to balance speed and accuracy to reach the most beneficial
collective movement for the highest number of members (Passino & Seeley, 2006). In
Tonkean macaques (M. tonkeana), speed and accuracy are balanced using multiple
quorum thresholds, one for each choice made regarding direction and departure (Sueur,
Deneubourg, & Petit 2010).
Recruitment of individuals is necessary to reach a quorum threshold. Many
different strategies are used when individuals attempt to recruit members to move in a
preferred direction. In many cases, a form of voting is used in which predeparture
behavior is performed to initiate group movement (King & Sueur, 2011; Pyritz et al.,
2011; Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2010; Ward et al., 2008). This voting behavior can
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be visual such as backward glances (Meunier, Deneubourg, & Petit 2008; Sueur & Petit,
2008; Sueur et al., 2011) and physically moving in the desired direction (Prins, 1996),
or vocal such as grunts (Pyritz et al., 2011). Although quorum responses are often found
to be the only mechanism underlying collective decision making (Ward, Krause, &
Sumpter, 2012), a combination of quorum thresholds and mimetism often occurs to
reach consensus during collective decisions (Wang et al., 2015). Mimetism can allow
for a quorum response to be achieved during collective decision making to promote
consensus (Bousquet et al., 2011; Leca et al., 2003; Petit et al., 2009).
The mimetism hypothesis for collective decision making during group
movement proposes an individual’s probability of joining a movement depends on the
number of conspecifics who have already joined (Wang et al., 2015). This mechanism is
used by white faced capuchin monkeys during group movement (Cebus capucinus, Petit
et al., 2009) and in many macaque species such as M. thibetana (Wang et al., 2015), M.
fuscata (Jacobs, Watanabe, & Petit, 2011), and M. tonkeana (Sueur, Petit, &
Deneubourg, 2009).
Mimetism can further be divided into anonymous mimetism and selective
mimetism. Anonymous mimetism occurs when the probability of an individual
displaying a behavior increases with how many conspecifics are already performing the
behavior, independent of their identity (King & Sueur, 2011; Meunier et al., 2006).
Anonymous mimetism is a common mechanism described in many social species
(Couzin & Krause, 2003; Gautrais et al., 2007; Sumpter, 2006). However, due to
complex social structures, primates more commonly use selective mimetism when
making decisions.
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Selective mimetism occurs when the probability of an individual performing a
behavior is influenced by both the number of individuals already performing the
behavior and the identities and relationships an individual has with group members
already performing the action (King & Sueur, 2011; Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2010;
Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009). In this mechanism, the influence an individual has
on the collective decision making process is weighted based on identity and social
affiliation (King & Sueur, 2011; Pyrtiz et al., 2011). In many cases, individuals and
their influence on the decision process are not equivalent (DeBlois & Rose, 1996;
Krause, Goding, & Brown, 1996; Parrish, 1989). Selective mimetism can lead to
differences in initiation success, joining order, joining speed, number of followers, and
overall movement efficiency (Hockings et al., 2006; Rhine, 1975; Rhine & Tilson,
1987). Collective decision making in primates such as Tibetan macaques, however, can
be driven by a combination of quorum and mimetic factors (Wang et al., 2015).
Tibetan Macaques
Tibetan macaques are listed as Near Threatened by the IUCN and the CITES.
They are the largest species in the genus Macaca and are native to east-central China,
ranging from Guangxi to Yangtse Gorge and Sichuan (Jiang, Wang, & Wang, 1996).
Groups are found in small disjunct populations (Berman & Li, 2002) in mountainous
ecosystems of the subtropical/temperate boundary (Berman et al., 2006) and are
currently only studied at Mt. Huangshan (Berman et al., 2006; Berman et al., 2008;
Berman & Li, 2002; Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2007; Wang et
al., 2015; Xia et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014), Mt. Emei (Deng & Zhao, 1987; Zhao,
1994; Zhao, 1997; Zhao & Deng, 1988) and Mt Jiuhuashan (Berman & Li, 2002). These
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diurnal primates are mostly terrestrial, spending their time foraging on the forest floor
(Thierry, 2011) and undergoing daily movements of 1,000-3,000 m (Thierry, Iwaniuk,
& Pellis, 2000). The diet of Tibetan macaques consists primarily of leaves (Zhao,
1996), but also contains fruits, other plant parts, invertebrates, snakes and birds
(Thierry, 2011; Thierry, Iwaniuk, & Pellis, 2000; Sheeran, 2013).
Tibetan macaques are highly gregarious and display complex social networks
(Wang et al., 2015). A group of Tibetan macaques generally consists of 15-50
individuals (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Thierry, Iwaniuk, & Pellis, 2000). These
primates live in groups with linear and despotic dominance hierarchies. Despotic
species are thought to show intense, asymmetric aggression, have little tolerance around
important resources, and have low rates of reconciliation (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004).
However, male Tibetan macaques display tolerance and cooperation toward each other,
presumably to prevent revolution within a group (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2007).
Tibetan macaques are female philopatric with male dispersal at sexual maturity
(Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Li, Wang, & Han, 1996), generally delaying this dispersal
until early adulthood (Zhao, 1996). This promotes formation of strong and well
differentiated female-female bonds, which are critical to the group’s stability (Xia et al.,
2012). Females form linear dominance hierarchies that are matrilineal and use
information regarding rank and maternal kinship during social interactions (Berman et
al., 2008). Maintenance of these relationships is often completed through grooming,
which takes up about 20% of their activity budget (Wang et al., 2007), and nonreproductive copulation. These behaviors are thought to promote cohesion and reduce
conflict to maintain the social structure (Xia et al., 2012).
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There are high levels of mating contest competition within Tibetan macaque
groups, where alphas account for on average 64% of matings, betas 21% and gammas
8% (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2007). There are distinct birthing and mating seasons with
the birth season occurring between January and August (Yin et al., 2004) and the
mating season between July and January (Li, Yin, & Wang, 2005).
These factors show that Tibetan macaques display complex social relationships,
which influence collective decision making during group movements. As demonstrated
in other macaques, tight social networks of group members can lead to more successful
movements, which in turn benefit each member (Ramseyer et al., 2009). Affiliative
relationships (Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009) and maternal kinship (Jacobs,
Watanabe, & Petit, 2011) can also influence collective decision making.
Collective decision making in Tibetan macaques involves a combination of
quorum and mimetic factors to reach a consensus during group movement. Once a
threshold of seven out of 12 members is reached, entire group movement occurs (Wang
et al., 2015; 2016). Members of the group display distributed leadership (Wang et al.,
2015) during group movement with little effect of sex, age or rank on leadership
frequency (Fratellone, 2015). Successful movement time is influenced by how heavily
weighted the movement is by female presence. This is likely due to the matrilineal
structured society and the presence of strong F-F bonds (Fratellone, 2015). However,
social affiliation measured through eigenvector centrality coefficient was shown to
positively influence initiation success (Wang et al., 2016). Tibetan macaques make an
ideal study system for collective decision making in primates due to their large bodied,
terrestrial nature and the accessibility of the YA1 group at Mt. Huangshan. These
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factors, along with the rarity of these organisms in the wild provides an opportunity to
study a little known behavioral phenomenon in a primate species. Investigation of these
questions can lead to simplified yet realistic models that can be applied to similar
primate species along with non-primate organisms.
The complex social structure in Tibetan macaques leads to an intricate social
network which means individuals will have varying levels of influence on collective
decisions. While the role of leadership has been investigated within this species
(Fratellone, 2015; Wang et al., 2015; 2016), the influence that followers have within a
group on collective decision-making has not been studied. We investigated the
mechanisms which drive collective movement in Tibetan macaques by hypothesizing
and testing a fan structure, made up of fans and fandom. A fan is an individual who
consistently follows another individual during group movement while fandom is the
number of individuals an individual is a fan of. We dissected the processes of selective
mimetism which aid in achievement of a quorum threshold through examination of this
fan structure.
In this study, we addressed the following three questions and tested the three
associated hypotheses. First, what is the relationship between the number of fans a
leader has and the efficiency of group movement? To answer this question, we
hypothesized that if the leader has many fans, collective movement efficiency will
increase because more individuals will follow the leader more quickly. Second, what
makes an individual a fan? We hypothesized that fans tend to be those in the core of
social networks. Third, what factors make an individual have more fans? We
hypothesized that, based on existing data in my study system (Fratellone, 2015);
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dominant females with substantial maternal kinship networks will have more fans than
other individuals. We answered the latter two hypotheses using structural equation
modeling (SEM) which compared the hypothesized network of associations of an a
priori model to the collected data.
Structural Equation Modeling
Methods for univariate analyses of data where one response variable is
considered at a time can be useful in many situations, but are weak in describing
systems made up of complex networks of interactions (Grace, 2006; Grace & Keeley,
2006). Therefore, evaluation of complex networks is best completed through use of
multivariate techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM).
SEM is a form of path analysis that models multivariate relationships. It allows
researchers to test their data against hypothesized causal inferences formed based on
previous research (Bollen, 1989). Path analysis is originally credited to Sewall Wright
(1918; 1921; 1934; 1960) who investigated the topic to examine direct and indirect
relationships among variables. Path analysis has since evolved into SEM, which is the
more general approach used today (Grace & Pugesek, 1998).
Where traditional statistics emphasizes the importance of a null hypothesis,
SEM places the priority on an a priori model consisting of a network of hypothesized
causal relationships (Grace, 2006). SEM allows for the investigation of both direct and
indirect effects of a system on a response variable through the comparison of the
covariances of observed variables in a dataset to hypothesized covariances (Bowker et
al., 2005; Grace & Jutila, 1999; Grace & Keeley, 2006).
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One method to evaluate a SEM is through a goodness of fit test, which produces
a chi-square value. The chi-square value will return a p-value with p < 0.05 displaying a
poor fit and p > 0.05 being generally considered good fitting models (Bowker et al.,
2005). Evaluation of multiple models to determine the best fit can be completed using
indexes such as AIC (Eldridge et al., 2010). However, the finding of a good fitting
model does not necessarily demonstrate a causation, but shows that hypothesized
assumptions are likely valid. Other assumptions and models may also fit the data
(Bollen, 1989).
While traditionally SEM is used in social sciences such as psychology and
sociology, recently it has branched out to fields of ecology and animal behavior.
Comprehensive reviews of the use of SEM in psychology include a review of 72 articles
published between 1977 and 1987 (Breckler, 1990) and a review of 500 articles
published between 1993 and 1997 (MacCallum & Austin, 2000). SEM has widely been
used in psychology to investigate topics such as how race and sex can predict emotional
well-being in adolescents (Rice, Cunningham, & Young, 1997), how negative thought
processes affect overall well-being and job satisfaction (Judge & Locke, 1993), and in
twin studies (Finkel, Pederson, & McGue, 1995; Prescott & Kendler, 1996; Suadino et
al., 1995). The use of SEM in psychology is still highly prevalent today, displayed
through the numerous publications produced in the last decade (Anafarta, 2010; Deng et
al., 2016; Diseth et al., 2010; Marsh et al., 2010; Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010;
Topa & Moriano, 2010).
The use of SEM in sociology is historically prominent with studies including
research on travel behavior (Golob, 2003), crowding effects (Regoeczi, 2002), and
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sociosexuality (Christensen & Leck, 1999). Reviews involving the application of SEM
to questions of marketing have been completed for research done between 1980 and
1994 (Hulland, Chow, & Lam, 1996) and 1997 to 1994 (Baumgartner & Homburg,
1996). These reviews identify 186 and 149 applications of SEM to marketing questions,
respectively. Additionally, the use of SEM to answer marketing questions is prominent
in recent research (Lee & Hsieh, 2010; Arslan, Yilmaz, & Aksoy, 2012; Pokhrel et al.,
2015).
The use of SEM in ecology and animal behavior is a newer phenomenon than
seen in psychology and sociology, but has been on the rise. Many authors in these fields
have recently seen the power of this statistical method in evaluating networks and
applied it to their research. In ecology, SEM has been used in more recent years to
investigate complex systems (Bokony et al., 2012; Bowker et al., 2005; Eldridge et al.,
2010; Gough & Grace, 1999; Grace & Jutila, 1999; Grace & Keeley, 2006; Grace &
Pugesesk, 1998; Johnson, Huggins, & deNoyelles, 1991; Langen & Vehrencamp,
1998). Examples of applications of SEM in ecology include the investigation of plant
diversity following wildfires (Grace & Keeley, 2006), how animals influence the
infiltration process of soils (Eldridge et al., 2010), and variation of reproductive success
in birds (Langen & Vehrencamp, 1998).
Although rare, examples of SEM used in animal behavioral research do exist
(Coudrain, Herzog, & Entling, 2013; Dochtermann & Jenkins, 2007; Edelaar et al.,
2012; Gosden & Svensson, 2009; Krams et al., 2013; Royaute, Buddle, & Vincent,
2013; Wall & Messier, 2000; Yang & Wilcyzyski, 2002). SEM has been used in animal
behavior studies to answer a variety of questions including: the connection between
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female mating rates and male harassment in damselflies (Gosden & Svensson, 2009),
the association between behavior and immunity in birds (Krams et al., 2013), the effects
of anthropogenic disturbance on behavior syndromes of spiders (Royaute, Buddle, &
Vincent, 2013), and the connection between aggression and androgens in lizards (Yang
& Wilcyzynski, 2002). SEM is used in a variety of contexts and has been proven to be
an extremely powerful tool for analyzing complex systems with networks of
connections.
While the use of structural equation modeling to analyze complex data is
widespread in many fields, it is a novel approach in the analysis of social systems in
non-human primates. Although novel, this method shows great promise in uncovering
the complexities of these social systems. In this study, we displayed the strength of
structural equation modeling by applying this method to decipher what makes an
individual a fan and what makes an individual have more fans.
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ABSTRACT
Primate societies must undergo successful collective decision making during
group movement to stay cohesive and provide the ecological and evolutionary benefits
of sociality. This study investigates how a fan structure facilitates successful group
movement in the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques (Macaca thibetana) at Mt.
Huangshan National Reserve in Anhui, China. We used structural equation modeling
(SEM) to determine the relative influences of sex, age, maternal kinship, dominance,
and social network centrality on the number of fans (consistent followers) an individual
had, and the number of group members an individual was a fan of (fandom). SEM
revealed that dominant females had more fans, while younger, dominant individuals
with more familial connections were fans of more individuals. Fans and fandom were
most strongly influenced by dominance, displaying a strong network of females
occupying top positions in the hierarchy who consistently followed each other. Rules
used in affiliative interactions were maintained during movement to aid in successful
collective decision making. In addition, we examined the relationship between the fan
structure and movement efficiency. We found a positive regression between fans and
efficiency (R²=0.402), and a negative correlation between fans and number of
unsuccessful movements (Rs=-0.367), suggesting a link between the social connections
maintained in a movement and the efficiency of the movement. Dominant females with
more fans initiated less efficient movements because the complex fan structure slowed
the joining process. However, individuals with more fans led fewer unsuccessful
movements, suggesting a relationship between fans and initiation success. These
findings displayed a complex network of social relationships within Tibetan macaque
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societies that were used during group movement organization to maintain cohesion and
mediate the benefits of sociality.
Keywords: Tibetan macaque, Macaca thibetana, collective movement, fan, fandom,
structural equation modeling
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
•

Dominant females had more fans while dominant, younger individuals with
more familial connections were fans of more individuals.

•

Individuals with more fans led less efficient movements, but displayed a lower
rate of unsuccessful initiations.

•

Social relationships observed in affiliative social interactions were maintained to
aid in the structure of collective movements and promote group cohesion.
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TEXT
INTRODUCTION
The study of social evolution, because of the complexity of interactions, is
among the major scientific challenges. Sociality can be highly beneficial to members of
a group through reduced predation risks (Cresswell & Quinn, 2004), facilitation of
information transfer (Couzin & Krause 2003) and improved decision making (Ward,
Krause, & Sumpter, 2012). To reap such benefits, however, successful decision making
by consensus must occur to promote cohesion of the group. This is particularly
important in collective movement when group members coordinate their activities.
Consensus in collective decision making emerges from simple interaction rules
used in communication (Ame et al., 2006). This is demonstrated in a variety of
organisms including insects (Cronin, 2013; Passino & Seeley, 2006), birds (Farine et
al., 2014), fish (Sumpter et al., 2008), non-human primates (Fernandez, Kowalewski, &
Zunino, 2013; Jacobs, Watanabe, & Petit, 2011; Sueur, Deneubourg, & Petit, 2010;
Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009) and humans (Pratt & Sumpter, 2006; Sumpter &
Pratt, 2009). Although the processes of collective decision making such as when
animals decide on the best resource to exploit (Beckers et al., 1990; Deneubourg &
Goss, 1989; Mallon et al., 2001), have been examined, there remains much that is
unknown regarding the mechanisms underlying these processes.
Two hypotheses, quorum and mimetism, have been proposed for how collective
decisions are made. The quorum hypothesis states that an individual’s likelihood of
performing a behavior increases until it exceeds a threshold, or quorum, above which a
collective decision is made (Sumpter & Pratt, 2009). In collective movement, once a
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certain number of individuals join a movement, a quorum is reached, and entire group
movement will occur. This mechanism can help promote accuracy and cohesion during
group decision making (Passino & Seeley, 2006; Pratt et al., 2002) and has evolved
separately in many organisms such as bees (Passino & Seeley, 2006), ants (Cronin,
2013) and primates (Wang et al., 2015). Alternatively, the mimetism hypothesis
proposes that an individual’s probability of joining a movement increases with the
number of individuals who have already joined the movement (Wang et al., 2015). This
mechanism is observed during collective movement in such macaque species as
Macaca thibetana (Wang et al., 2015), M. fuscata (Jacobs, Watanabe, & Petit, 2011)
and M. tonkeana (Sueur, Petit, & Deneubourg, 2009). Collective decision making in
primates such as Tibetan macaques, however, can be driven by a combination of
quorum and mimetic factors, and mimetism may aid in achievement of a quorum
threshold (Wang et al., 2015).
Tibetan macaques are listed as Near Threatened by the IUCN and the CITES.
These primates live in groups with linear dominance hierarchies (Berman, Ionica, & Li,
2004). Groups are female philopatric with males dispersing at maturity, leading to a
strong female bonded society (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Li, Wang, & Han, 1996).
Due to these factors, Tibetan macaques display many complex social relationships
which may influence collective decision making during group movements. Researchers
have found that Tibetan macaques, particularly the YA1 group at Mt. Huangshan, China
display distributed leadership during collective movements and use a combination of
quorum thresholds and mimetism. Once a threshold of seven out of 12 members is
reached, entire group movement occurs (Wang et al., 2015; 2016). However, initiation
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success is positively correlated to the degree of social affiliation, displaying that rules
used during affiliative interactions may aid in selective mimetism to achieve successful
group movement (Wang et al., 2016).
To further the development of these findings and address the gap in knowledge
regarding how followers influence the decision-making process in Tibetan macaques,
we dissected the mimetic principles that have been shown to aid in quorum achievement
through evaluation of a fan structure consisting of fans and fandom. A fan is an
individual who consistently follows a specific individual during movement while
fandom is the number of other group members an individual is a fan of. To investigate
what factors make an individual have more fans and what makes an individual a fan of
more individuals, we used structural equation modeling (SEM) to test hypothesized
associations of an a priori model against collected data. Discrimination in sex, maternal
kinship, dominance, and age is known to play an important role in the formation of
strong bonds in primate societies. As such, we hypothesized that they would influence
the degree of fans and fandom through a network of complex interactions uncovered
through SEM.
Tibetan macaques’ female philopatric societies lead to strong female-female
bonds and weaker male-male and male-female bonds (Fratellone, 2015; Xia et al.,
2012). Male relationships are formed based on reciprocity and creation of alliances for
support in the acquisition and maintenance of dominance positions, which influence
access to females. Dominance in male primates is influenced by age through the
acquisition of top dominance positions by younger males determined through agonistic
encounters (Cheney, Seyfarth, & Smuts, 1986). The formation of a strong female
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bonded society with the inclusion of weak male-male relationships based on reciprocity
and weak male-female relationships based on copulation leads to our hypothesis that a
strong association between sex and fans/fandom will exist, with female Tibetan
macaques being more socially connected and having higher rates of fans and fandom.
While maternal kinship, rank, sex and age in primate societies have all
demonstrated an influence on rate, direction, and degree of reciprocity of interactions,
maternal kinship often plays the strongest role in a network (Silk, Samuels, & Rodman,
1981). The ‘kin biased attractiveness hypothesis’ suggests degree of maternal
relatedness will influence affiliative relationships (Sade, 1965; Yamada, 1963) and has
support as an important organizing principle of alliance formation and affiliative
interactions in female philopatric societies (Bernstein & Ehardt, 1985; Kapsalis &
Berman, 1996; Silk, 1982; Widdig et al., 2001; Yamada, 1963). Maternal kinship can
lead to more affiliative interactions such as grooming and support during agonistic
encounters (Widdig et al., 2001). The formation of strong matrilines influences the
acquisition and maintenance of female dominance rank (Berman, 1983; Kawai, 1965;
Kawamura, 1965). In female philopatric primate societies, females form dominance
hierarchies based on maternal kinship (Berman et al., 2008) where entire matrilines rank
above or below other matrilineages (Kawai, 1958; Missakian, 1972; Sade, 1967). In
these societies, where females typically are ranked below their mothers and adult sisters
are ranked based on age (Kawamura, 1965), female linear dominance hierarchies often
remain stable due to the support of these strong matrilineal kin relationships.
Dominance rank also influences social relationships through an attraction to
higher rank (Seyfarth, 1976; 1977) where unrelated female cercopithecids will benefit
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from associating with high-ranking females through reciprocity. Low ranking
individuals will try to associate with high-ranking individuals (Kapsalis & Berman,
1996; Seyfarth, 1977; Silk, 1982), and rank distance negatively correlates with
affiliative behaviors among female macaques (Estrada, Estrada, & Ervin, 1977; Thierry,
Gauthier, & Peignot, 1990). In female philopatric primate societies, a distinct
relationship exists between maternal kinship and dominance, both of which influence
social interactions. Based on these relationships, we hypothesized that there would be a
positive relationship between maternal kinship and fans/fandom, a positive relationship
between dominance and fans, and a negative relationship between dominance and
fandom.
Strong support also exists in primate societies for the similarity principle, where
individuals most often affiliate with those of similar maternal and paternal kin, age, and
rank (Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell, 1986).
Individual macaques who affiliate tend to be closely matrilineally related and close in
rank (Kapsalis & Berman, 1996). Based on these findings, we hypothesized that
dominant females would have more fans, and individuals at the core of the social
network (highly connected to individuals of varying traits) would be fans of more
individuals. Additionally, we hypothesized that monkeys with more fans would lead
highly efficient movements because more individuals would follow the initiator more
quickly.
In this study, we examined the relationship between sex, age, dominance,
maternal kinship, social network centrality, fans and fandom by using SEM to compare
hypothesized relationships of an a priori model against the data. Additionally, we used
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regression analyses to determine the relationship between fans and movement
efficiency. Our findings uncovered the relationships and rules that are used in Tibetan
macaque society during group movement to aid in organization. These rules facilitate
cohesion so individuals can reap the benefits of sociality.
METHODS
Study Subjects and Site
This study was conducted at the Valley of the Wild Monkeys, Mt. Huangshan
National Reserve in Anhui, China (N 30°04’25.1”/E 118°08’59.3”). This location is a
UNESCO world culture site and a popular tourist destination. The terrain is made up of
a mountainous ecosystem ranging from scarce vegetation to dense deciduous and
evergreen forests. There are several groups of protected Tibetan macaques at this site.
At present, no known predators threaten these groups (Berman et al., 2006).
Researchers from Anhui University have monitored the Tibetan macaques at Mt.
Huangshan since 1986. In February 1992, wildlife wardens supervised by the local
government drove the macaques one km from their natural range to an unoccupied area,
for tourist viewing. Since 1986, wardens provisioned the group four times daily and
restricted its movement, causing a reduction in range from 7.75 km² to < 3 km² (Li,
Wang, & Han, 1996). This range restriction and provisioning led to strong intragroup
competition for food, subsequently leading to group fission one year after relocation
(Berman & Li, 2002). This fission consisted of ten individuals forming a group (YB)
which succeeded in returning to their original range (Li, Wang, & Han, 1996). A second
fission occurred in 1996 when nine members of the original group (YA1) also broke off
and returned to their original range (YA2) (Berman & Li, 2002).
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This study was conducted through the observation of the Yulinkeng 1 (YA1)
group of wild, but habituated Tibetan macaques. The YA1 group engages in social
activity in the forest during the day with no range restriction, but are provisioned with a
total of three to four kg of corn daily at a viewing platform (Berman & Li, 2002;
Berman et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2012). Movement from the platform to the forest occurs
several times a day, allowing for the opportunity to observe collective decision making
during group movements. The observation of these macaques since 1986 has allowed
for data acquisition regarding individual identities and life histories (Berman & Li,
2002). Information regarding identities, maternal kinship, dominance, age and sex are
known and kept by Anhui University researchers. During the study period, the YA1
group consisted of 47 individuals, composed of eight adult males, 13 adult females, four
subadult males, six juvenile males, ten juvenile females, and six infants (Table 1).
All research protocols reported in this manuscript were reviewed and approved
by Central Washington University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee board
(#A121501) and were conducted in accordance with all applicable Chinese laws. In this
research, we followed the American Society of Primatologists (ASP) Principles for the
Ethical Treatment of Non-Human Primates.
Procedures
We collected data from 2016-06-26 to 2016-08-27, six to eight hours a day, six to seven
days a week. We conducted all observations from the feeding platforms (Appendix A).
We collected data regarding group movement using an all occurrence sampling method
(Altmann, 1974). Focal animals were all adults and subadults of the group, totaling 25
individuals (Table 1). We considered an individual an initiator of a movement when
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they moved more than ten meters away from the stationary group in less than 40 s
(Lusseau & Conradt, 2009; Petit et al., 2009; Sueur & Petit, 2008; Pyritz et al., 2011;
Sueur et al., 2011). We considered an individual a follower when they moved more than
five m within a 45° angle of the initiator’s movement direction, within five min of the
initiator (Jacobs et al., 2011; Sueur et al., 2011). We treated each individual who
adhered to this rule in relation to the previous follower as a follower. We identified a
movement as successful when more than two individuals followed an initiator,
unsuccessful when less than or equal than two individuals followed an initiator within a
five min (Jacobs et al., 2011; Pyritz et al., 2011), and finished when no individual joined
the movement within five min (Jacobs et al., 2011; Sueur et al., 2011; Appendix B).
During group movement, we recorded the identity of the initiator along with the
time of initiation. We recorded the sequence of subsequent followers and each follower
was given a time stamp for when their movement began and when movement was
completed. We recorded movement data throughout the day when monkeys were
approaching or leaving the field site. When group movement was not occurring, we
used focal animal sampling (Altmann, 1974) to record affiliative and agonistic
interactions to build a social network model and calculate centrality. Focal samples
were five minutes and were completed per a previously established sampling schedule.
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Table 1. Yulinkeng 1 (YA1) Focal Animals (Adults and Subadults).
INDIVIDUAL

FULL NAME

SEX

AGE

RANK

KINSHIP

YRB

YeRongBing

M

7-10

1

2

TG

TouGui

M

11-15

2

5

YH

YeHong

F

11-15

3

4

GS

GaoShan

M

21+

4

0

YXX

YeXiaXue

F

1-6

5

4

BaiTou

M

16-20

6

0

YCY

YeChenYu

F

7-10

7

4

YM

YeMai

F

21+

8

4

TXH

TouXiaHua

F

7-10

9

2

HH

HuaHong

F

11-15

10

1

ZB

ZouBa

M

11-15

11

0

TH

TouHong

F

11-15

12

2

HT

HeiTou

M

16-20

13

0

DS

DuanShou

M

11-15

14

0

YCL

YeChunLong

M

1-6

15

4

TXX

TouXiaXue

F

7-10

16

2

TT

TouTai

F

21+

17

5

HM

HuangMa

M

16-20

18

0

TR

TouRui

F

11-15

19

3

HXM

HuaXiaMing

M

1-6

20

1

TRG

TouRouGong

M

1-6

21

4

YRQ

YeRongQiang

M

1-6

22

2

TRY

TouRongYu

F

7-10

23

4

THY

TouHuaYu

F

7-10

24

5

YeZhen

F

21+

25

2

BT

YZ

*Age was either known or estimated by long-term researchers. Dominance was
calculated using the Brown (1975) index. Maternal kinship was calculated through the
number of familial connections within a group.
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Table 2. Ethogram of Affiliative Behaviors Recorded During Focal Animal Samples.
AFFILIATIVE
BEHAVIOR

DEFINITION

AGONISTIC
SUPPORT

An individual joins an ongoing aggressive interaction on the side of
one of the opponents. The receiver of support may be either the
original attacker or target of the attack. We excluded cases in which
the target was human.
A bout in which a focal subject and another individual begin to eat
within 1m of each other.

CO-FEEDING
GROOMING

One individual orally or manually manipulates the fur of another.

PROXIMITY

An individual is within 1 m of another individual.

BRIDGE

A pair of individuals holds an infant between them and simultaneously
lick the infant’s genital or body while teeth-chattering vigorously.

PRESENT

One individual displays his or her rump to another.

COPULATE

One individual approaches from behind and mounts. Thrusting and
intromission occur.

SOCIAL
MOUNT

One individual approaches from behind and mounts. A full ankle clasp
may be used but there is no thrusting or evidence of intromission.

EMBRACE

One individual approaches another and one or both individuals hold
each other and may lightly bite each other.

*(Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Ogawa, 1995)
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We assigned focal animals a number 1-25 and scheduled them using a random number
generator. We followed the sampling schedule when the individual scheduled was
found within five min of searching. If the scheduled individual was not found, we
moved to the next individual scheduled and returned to the previous individual later.
Sampling was completed so that all individuals were sampled an equal number of times
throughout the field season.
During samples, we recorded affiliative behaviors (Table 2). The ethogram of
behaviors was adapted from previous work on Tibetan macaques (Berman, Ionica, &
Li, 2004; Ogawa, 1995; Appendix B). Between focal animal samples, we used scan
sampling (Altmann, 1974) to record proximity (<1m) of all visible individuals in
relation to one another (Fratellone, 2015). Any time when group movement occurred,
we switched our sampling back to an all occurrence method.
Analysis
We analyzed 1,102 movements to derive a definition of fans and fandom. We
recorded the number of times individual A followed individual B within 180 s during
these movements. We selected 180 s because the majority of the movement data fell
within this period. We grouped the totals from this analysis into percent groups (the
percentage of movements individual A was involved in where individual B followed
individual A) to decipher random following from deliberate following (Figure 1).
These data deviated from a normal distribution above 10%. Values below 10%
fit a normal distribution (Anderson Darling test: A = 1.0574, P = 0.4955), values over
10% were not consistent with a normal distribution (A = 0.895, P = 0.013) and the
overall data were not consistent with a normal distribution (A = 1.0574, P < 0.01).
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Percent of Movements Individual B Followed Individual A
Figure 1. Distribution of occurrences of individual B following individual A within 180 s during a
percentage of movements where individual A was involved. These data are right-skewed, displaying a
point at which following is not random.

These results suggested that following was not random if the behavior occurred during
more than 10% of the movements in which individual A was involved.
Therefore, a fan was defined as individual B, when individual B followed
individual within the first 180 s of movement during at least 10% of movements in
which individual A was involved. Fandom is the opposite, defined as the number of
other group members individual B followed within 180 s of movement during at least
10% of movements those individuals were involved in (Appendix B).
These data showed the occurrence of “super fans”, where individual B followed
individual A within 180 s during greater than 20% of the movements in which
individual A was involved. Due to this occurrence of these “superfans”, we weighted
the fan and fandom rate of each individual. We calculated the number of fans through
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the addition of percentages of time above 10% in which all focal individuals followed
individual A, while we calculated fandom through addition of percentages of time
above 10% in which individual A followed all focal individuals. We analyzed fans and
fandom data by totals and divided into July and August to account for temporal
differences. No differences in the biological explanation of the data existed temporally,
so we eliminated the temporal analysis and pooled all data (Appendix D).
Sociality leads to the development of bonds that can be hierarchical or
affiliative. The sum of all associations between individuals of a social structure is
known as a social network. Social network analysis can be used to examine social
groups and determine if differences exist in terms of associations and if certain
individuals are more central to the group (Sueur & Petit, 2008). We collected affiliative,
agonistic, and movement data to build a social network for the YA1 group. We
completed social network analysis using SOCPROG 2.7 (Whitehead, 2009).
Through SOCPROG 2.7, we used group movement data and affiliative data to
calculate the Half Weight Index (HWI). We used HWI matrices to calculate an
Eigenvector Centrality Coefficient (ECC) for each individual. A high ECC represents
an individual who is connected to many individuals or is connected to others that are
highly central (Whitehead, 2008; Appendix C).
Univariate analyses of data are weak in describing systems like the one in
question made up of complex networks of interactions (Grace, 2006; Grace & Keeley,
2006). The evaluation of these complex networks is best completed using multivariate
techniques such as structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM is a form of path analysis
that models multivariate relationships, allowing the researcher to test their data against
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hypothesized causal inferences based on previous research (Bollen, 1989). Where
traditional statistics emphasize the importance of a null hypothesis, SEM places the
priority on the a priori model consisting of a network of causal relationships
hypothesized by the researcher, usually based on previous literature (Grace, 2006).
SEM allows for the investigation of both direct and indirect effects of a system on a
response variable through the comparison of the covariances of observed variables in a
dataset to hypothesized covariances (Bowker et al., 2005; Grace & Jutila, 1999; Grace
& Keeley, 2006).
While traditionally SEM is commonly used in social sciences such as
psychology (Breckler, 1990; MaCallum & Austin, 2000) and sociology (Golob, 2003;
Regoeczi, 2002), recently it has been used in fields like ecology (Bokoney et al., 2012;
Bowker et al., 2005; Grace & Keeley, 2006;) and animal behavior (Yang & Wilczynski,
2002). Using SEM in the field of primatology is a novel approach. To determine the
relationship between the fan or fandom assignments and age, sex, dominance, maternal
kinship, and centrality, we constructed structural equation models (SEM) using SPSS
Amos (Arbuckle, 2006).
We used SEM to investigate the network of interactions influencing fans and
fandom in the YA1 group. This method of analysis allowed us to determine how
measured factors work collectively to influence fans and fandom within the YA1 group
rather than investigating each factor individually. We created an a priori model of
hypothesized pathways based on available literature (Figure 2, see Introduction). We
calculated the Brown (1975) dominance index for each individual through SOCPROG
2.7 using existing agonistic data collected from 2015-8-13 to 2016-05-24. This metric
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showed to have the best fit in the model through preliminary analysis and has the
tendency to minimize interactions where the actor is the lower ranking individual
(Whitehead, 2008). Age was either precisely known or estimated (with an error within
1-2 years at most based on our long-term observation of the group). We assigned
individuals age groups of: 1-6, 7-10, 11-15, 16-20, and 21+. We represented maternal
kinship as the number of known familial connections within the YA1 group. We
selected variables for the structural equation model through the completion of Spearman
Rank correlation tests where the variables with the strongest regressions were included
in the model.

Figure 2. A priori model prediction of the relationship among the number of fans/fandom and age, sex,
dominance, centrality and maternal kinship. Boxes represent measured variables and arrows represent
hypothesized causal relationships. Based on previous research, strong relationships exist between age,
sex, maternal kinship, dominance, and centrality that are hypothesized to strongly influence fans and
fandom (see Introduction).
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In this model, boxes represent measured variables and arrows represent the
hypothesized causal relationships. Data were placed in the model to create path
coefficients based on correlation values that estimate effect sizes and direction between
variables. The variation explained by the model of each endogenous variable was
estimated by R² values, the coefficient of variance. We ran all models using a BollenStine Bootstrap method with 1000 repetitions. Once the models were complete, we used
chi-square goodness of fit tests and AIC values to determine the best fitting models. We
tested structural equation models using both affiliative and movement data.
To determine the relationship between fan assignments for initiator and the
efficiency of the movement, we performed Spearman Rank correlation analysis and
regression analysis using R statistical programming (R Core Team, 2015).
RESULTS
During the study period, we completed 972 focal samples, totaling 81 hours of
focal animal sampling; we completed 953 proximity scans to aid in the construction of a
social network; we observed and recorded 1,102 group movements, including 410
successful movements and 692 unsuccessful movements.
The weighted fan rate varied between 0-124 percent. Individuals displaying the
highest fan rates were YH and TH (Table 2). The weighted fandom rate varied between
0-119 percent. YXX and TG displayed the highest rates of fandom. Based on a
combined linear dominance hierarchy utilizing the Brown’s index (1975), YRB was the
most dominant individual and YZ was the least dominant individual. Eigenvector
centrality coefficient based on affiliative behaviors displayed YRQ and YCL as the
most central (0.4, 0.36), and, BT and YM as the least central to the social network (0,
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Figure 3). When calculating total ECC based on movement data, YZ and TXH were the
most central (0.23, 0.22) while HXM was the least central (0).
The Brown dominance index was selected based on the most number of strong
relationships with fans and fandom. There was a significant negative correlation
between fandom and dominance (Spearman’s rank correlation, Rs=-.0595, df=24,
P=0.002). Also, there were strong, non-significant correlations between total fans and
dominance (Spearman’s rank correlation: Rs = -0.325, df = 24, P = 0.113). We dropped
all other dominance indices from the model.
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Figure 3. Eigenvector centrality coefficient calculated using affiliative behaviors for each adult or
subadult of the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques.

When investigating the causation in variation of fans, the causal scenario of the
a priori model was consistent with the data. There was no significant difference in
model fit whether using movement or affiliative data in fan totals (χ² = 61, df = 3, P =
0.892, AIC = 36.619). We dropped the movement model to incorporate affiliative and
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movement interactions in the model. The affiliative model explains almost exactly 60%
of the variation in fans (R² = 0.598, Figure 4). Significant positive direct effects of sex
on maternal kinship (R = 0.511, P = 0.002), sex on fans (R = 0.794, P < 0.001) and
dominance on fans (R = 0.498, P < 0.001) existed. Total effects, including direct and
indirect effects display sex and dominance as having strong positive effects on fans (R =
0.558, R = 0.507), and weaker effects of maternal kinship, age and centrality on fans (R
= -0.16, R = 0.12, R = -0.02) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Structural equation model of total life history and sociality variable effects on fans built using
affiliative data (χ² = 0.619, df = 3, P = 0.892). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
regressions within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed = negative, solid = positive).
Standardized correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed
above each measured variable. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were strong
positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship, sex on fans and dominance on fans. Sex and dominance
best explained the variation in fans.
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When investigating the variation of fandom within the system, satisfactory fit
criteria existed when we used both affiliative and movement data. We found no
difference in the fit criteria or AIC values between the models (χ²=0.271, df=2,
P=0.873, AIC=38.271, Figure 5). To be consistent, we dropped the movement model.
There were significant positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship (P = 0.002, R =
0.511), maternal kinship on centrality (P = 0.034, R = 0.582) and dominance on fandom
(P < 0.001, R = 0.541). In addition, a significant negative effect of age on centrality
occurred (P < 0.001, R = -0.526). Dominance (R = 0.543) and age (R = -0.308) had the
strongest total effects on fandom. Maternal kinship (R = 0.25), sex (R = 0.078) and
centrality (R = 0.02) had weaker total effects on fandom. Forty-six percent of the
variation in fandom was explained by the model (R² = 0.457, see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Structural equation model of total life history and sociality variable effects on fandom built
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using affiliative data (χ² = 0.271, df = 2, P = 0.873). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
correlations within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed=negative, solid=positive).
Standardized correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed
above each measured variable. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were
significant direct positive effects of sex on maternal kinship, maternal kinship on centrality and
dominance on fandom and a significant negative effect of age on centrality. The variation in fandom is
explained through strong total effects of dominance and age on fandom.

There was a significant positive relationship between fans and movement
efficiency (R² = 0.402, df = 1, 23, P < 0.001), where the more fans an individual had the
less efficient the movement was. No other significant relationships existed between
efficiency and fans or fandom. No significant relationship existed between total fandom
and efficiency (R² = -0.041, df = 1,23, P = 0.805). We found a strong, non-significant
negative relationship between fans and number of unsuccessful movements was found
(Spearman’s rank correlation: Rs = 0.367, df = 24, P = 0.072).
DISCUSSION
We found a significant relationship between sex and maternal kinship in all
structural equation models, with females having more familial connections within the
society. This is consistent with the social characteristics of Tibetan macaque societies,
where male dispersion and female philopatry leads to a female-bonded society that is
essential to its stability (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Li, Wang, & Han, 1996; Xia et al.,
2012). Since females remain in their natal group their entire lives, they will have more
kin in the group than do males. The strong relationship between sex and maternal
kinship played an important role in the total effects of these variables on fans and
fandom.
Fans
In our study, we found that sex and dominance best described the variation in
fans (Figure 4). Both the direct and total positive effects of sex on fans showed that
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females had more fans than did males. This is consistent with the female philopatric
society where females who remain in the society their whole lives tend to build strong,
stable bonds with other females (Berman, Ionica, & Li, 2004; Li, Wang, & Han, 1996;
Xia et al., 2012). The significant direct and total effects of dominance on fans displayed
that more dominant individuals had more fans. Therefore, dominant females within the
society had the most fans. In addition, the complex fan structure may have aided in the
achievement of higher dominance positions, showing a network of social rules used in
interactions within and outside movements. This is consistent with recent findings that
within the YA1 group, a relationship exists between social affiliation and movement
initiation success (Wang et al., 2016).
Female linear dominance hierarchies are matrilineally and females will use
information regarding rank and maternal kinship during social interactions (Berman et
al., 2008). Maintenance of these relationships is often completed through grooming,
which takes up about 20% of females’ total activity budget (Wang et al., 2007), and
non-reproductive copulation. These behaviors are thought to promote cohesion and
reduce conflict to maintain the social structure (Xia et al., 2012). The finding that
dominant females had the most fans is consistent with this female driven social
structure, which is essential to the stability of Tibetan macaque society and shows that
this hierarchical, female-bonded society was maintained in aid in completion of
efficient, successful movements.
Fandom
Variation in fandom was best described by a direct positive relationship between
dominance and fandom, and total effects of dominance, age and maternal kinship on
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fandom. Indirect effects of maternal kinship on centrality, age on centrality, age on
fandom and age on maternal kinship also existed (Figure 5). There were both
significantly positive direct and total effects of dominance on fandom, suggesting that
more dominant individuals were fans of more individuals. This described a highly
connected society where not only do dominant individuals have more fans, but they
were fans of more individuals. In female philopatric primate societies, females form
dominance hierarchies based on maternal kinship (Berman et al., 2008) where entire
matrilineages rank above or below other matrilineages (Kawai, 1958; Missakian, 1972;
Sade, 1967). The formation of strong matrilineages influences the acquisition and
maintenance of female dominance rank (Berman, 1983; Kawai, 1965; Kawamura,
1965). The result of dominance playing a strong role in both fan and fandom reflects
highly connected, likely matrilineal social groups that occupy the top positions of the
dominance hierarchy and travel consistently together. During the collection period, the
“Ye” family occupied the top positions of the hierarchy (Table 1) and were often seen
traveling together.
Individuals who occupy top positions in the hierarchy and were seen associating
and moving together, often were individuals of similar age, specifically young females
with similar age infants. This is consistent with the similarity principle, where
individuals most often affiliate with those of similar maternal and paternal kin, age and
rank (Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell, 1986).
Overall, individual macaques who affiliate tend to be close maternal kin and close in
rank (Kapsalis & Berman, 1996) and therefore a strong connection of fans and fandom
to rank was evident.
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The strong negative total effects of age on fandom suggests that younger
individuals were fans of more individuals. Our result that younger individuals follow a
variety of individuals on a consistent basis and therefore have a higher fandom rate
agrees with the attraction to higher rank hypothesis (Seyfarth, 1976; 1977) and the
similarity principle (Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell,
1986). Young individuals of lower rank will aim to associate with higher ranking
individuals to benefit from reciprocity (Seyfarth, 1976; 1977). However, they will also
be consistently interacting with individuals of their own age and rank (Silk, Alberts, &
Altmann, 2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell, 1986). In our study, this behavior
was often seen in the subadult males (Table 1) who consistently affiliated and travelled
together, but also were seen interacting and traveling with higher ranking individuals
and kin. This interaction with a variety of individuals would lead them to have a higher
fandom rate than do older individuals. This might also lead to them being more central
to the group, because they were more connected to a variety of individuals.
The strong total effects of maternal kinship on fandom suggest that individuals
with more familial connections were fans of more individuals. Since individuals
affiliate most with those of similar maternal and paternal kin (Silk, Alberts, & Altmann,
2006; de Waal, 1991; de Wall & Luttrell, 1986), individuals with more kin in the group
will have more individuals to consistently interact with and follow. Along with this,
having more kin increased the connectivity to individuals of various rank and age,
which would increase their centrality. Therefore, individuals with a high number of
familial connections would likely be older, more central, and would be fans of more
individuals.
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Efficiency
The hypothesis that individuals with more fans will lead more efficient
movements was not supported. A significant positive relationship between fans and
efficiency suggests that the more fans an individual had, the less efficient the movement
was in terms of how long it took for each individual to join the movement. The highly
connected network of fans and fandom constructed through the female, dominant,
matrilineal bonds hindered progress of the movement. A lag in joining occurred when
individuals were waiting for their fans or individuals they are fans of to join the
movement, which influenced the movement efficiency. If an individual had few or no
fans, they left the group without caring who is following, while an individual with a
high number of fans needed to stop consistently to wait for their network of fans,
slowing the movement. This finding is consistent with previous studies that have found
the more individuals involved in a movement, the more time it takes for the movement
to be completed (Fratellone, 2015).
Wang et al. 2015 has found that Tibetan macaques used a combination of
mimetism and quorum thresholds in collective movements. In our study, the strong
network of connections that was displayed in fans may complicate the process of
selective mimetism in the beginning of a movement because these top individuals were
waiting for the entire network to move before they moved. However, although slow, the
fan/fandom network showed selective mimetism was being used when deciding when to
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join the movement. This selection process allowed the quorum threshold to be reached
so entire group movement could occur.
While no other significant relationships existed between movement dynamics
and fans/fandom, we found a strong negative relationship between number of fans and
unsuccessful movements, suggesting that individuals with more fans initiated less
unsuccessful movements. Therefore, while having more fans may decrease efficiency, it
may also decrease the number of failed movements an individual initiates, displaying a
strong link between fans and initiation success which should be further investigated.
These findings show that individuals with more fans played a vital role in successful
group movement and maintaining cohesion within the group.
Tibetan macaque societies are highly complex and displayed a network of
factors that influenced affiliative interactions and decisions about when and how to
move. SEM showed that dominant females within the society had the most fans and
therefore the most individuals who consistently followed them. However, dominant
individuals were also fans of more individuals, reflecting a highly connected network of
individuals occupying the top ranks of the dominance hierarchy. These individuals also
tended to have more familial connections within the society reflecting that the
matrilines that occupy the top ranks of the society most often affiliated and moved
together (Berman et al., 2008; Kawai, 1958; Missakian, 1972; Sade, 1967). In addition,
young individuals tended to be fans of many individuals, due to their need to interact
with individuals of higher rank, similar rank, and kin within a society (Kapsalis &
Berman, 1996; Seyfarth, 1977; Silk, 1982; de Wall & Lutrell, 1986).
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This highly connected society may have hindered overall movement efficiency
with respect to time due to needing all individuals of a fan/fandom network to join
before comfortably moving, but it also may have influenced initiation success. This
network aided in decisions regarding selective mimetism and allowed for the group to
reach a quorum threshold stimulating entire group movement. The trade-off between
movement efficiency and initiation success should be further investigated from a fitness
perspective.
In conclusion, studying collective decision making during group movement
through the lens of fans/fandom can help us to understand whether relationships
observed in affiliative interactions are maintained in the structure of collective
movements. Furthermore, our use SEM in this study proves a powerful tool to study
these complex primate social networks. Applying these methods to other primate
societies can allow for further insight into social relationships of a society and how
these relationships are utilized during movement to promote cohesion and access the
benefits of sociality.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
We examined the mechanisms driving collective decision making during group
movement in the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques at Huangshan National Park, China.
Specifically, we uncovered the network of affiliations utilized during selective
mimetism to aid in reaching a quorum threshold through the lens of fans and fandom.
We used structural equation modeling (SEM) to investigate what factors make an
individual have more fans and what makes an individual a fan of more individuals
(fandom). SEM supported the hypotheses that dominant females tend to have more fans
and those in the core of social networks are fans of more individuals. Specifically,
dominant, younger individuals with a greater number of familial connections in the
group had a higher rate of fandom due to their tendency to interact with a variety of
individuals in the group. Dominance had the strongest effects on the variation in both
fans and fandom, displaying a highly connected network of females occupying top
positions in the dominance hierarchy who consistently followed one another. These data
show relationships that are maintained in affiliative encounters, such as grooming, are
utilized in movement to aid in selective mimitism to achieve quorum thresholds.
Regression analysis showed that the highly connected network of individuals
with high fan and fandom rates may hinder movement efficiency. While undergoing
selective mimitism, individuals who are highly connected may be concerned that all
their strong connections are joining the movement before they are willing to move,
leading to a decreased movement efficiency. However, while individuals with more
fans led less efficient movements, they were less likely to initiate unsuccessful
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movements, displaying a connection between number of fans and movement initiation
success. This connection should be pursued in future studies. Particularly the trade-off
between movement efficiency and initiation success should be pursued through a fitness
perspective. Is it more beneficial to lead more efficient movements, or initiate more
successful movements? If a monkey leads more movements that are successful, they
may be more often displacing the group to a desirable resource that would benefit the
initiator, increasing overall fitness.
This study introduced novel methods of analyzing social structures during
movement through the utilization of fan/fandom structures, social network analysis, and
SEM. The investigation of fans and fandom allows us to understand how affiliative
social relationships that are studied using traditional methods such as focal animal
sampling are maintained in other aspects of the group’s life, such as movement. These
methods can branch out from primatology and be applied to a variety of social
organisms. SEM has been utilized in ecology and animal behavior studies, but has never
been used in primatology to study a network of social relationships. This method allows
for the investigation of a network of causal relationships and for the understanding of
both direct and indirect effects of various factors on a response variable. SEM allows us
to gain a better picture of what is happening within a complex system than univariate
methods would and should be considered for use in future primatological studies of
complex social systems.
This study has allowed for a greater understanding of the social systems, which
exist in Tibetan macaques that allow them to stay cohesive as a group to reap the
benefits of sociality. A better understanding of these social systems and movement in
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the group can aid in increased success in conservation and maintenance of their
population, including efforts to maintain a non-invasive tourist location. Understanding
group movement, mechanisms and social systems in our primate ancestors can increase
our understanding of these systems in humans, which have allowed us to expand and
spread to a variety of habitats.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
Explanatory Graphics – Study Site Map

Figure 6. Map of the study site including platforms from where all observations occurred (Fratellone,
2015).
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APPENDIX B
Explanatory Graphics - Definitions

Table 3. Agonistic and Other Behavior Recorded During Focal Animal Samples of
Adults and Subadults of the YA1 Group to Aid in Completion of a Dominance
Hierarchy.
AGONISTIC
BEHAVIOR

DEFINITION

THREAT

An individual directs an open mouth agonistic gesture or any of
its components (e.g., stare, raised eyebrows, lowered jaw, ground
slap) to another individual.
SHORT LUNGE An individual directs agonistic movement of less than two body
lengths toward another individual.
LONG LUNGE

An individual directs agonistic movement of two or more body
lengths bud does not go into a full chase.

CHASE

An individual runs after another individual at great speed.

SLOW GRAB

An individual seizes another individual slowly and holds while
staring.

GRAB

An individual roughly and quickly seizes another individual and
holds for at least a few seconds.

BITE

SLAP

An individual bites hard, either releasing the victim quickly or
hanging on for several seconds. Soft bites (seen during
embracing or play not included).
An individual hits another individual.

OTHER

An individual is engaged in behavior not included in ethogram.

OUT OF SITE

The researcher cannot see an individual.

*(Berman, Ionica, & Li 2004; Ogawa, 1995)
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Table 4. Definitions Used in Collection and Analysis of Data. See Methods for
Movement Definition References.
BEHAVIOR

DEFINITION

INITIATOR

An individual moves more than 10 m
away from a stationary group in less than
40 s.

FOLLOWER

An individual moves more than 5 m
within a 45° angle of the initiator’s
movement direction within 5 min of the
initiator.
2 or more individuals followed the
initiator within 5 min.

MOVEMENT SUCCESSFUL

MOVEMENT UNSUCCESSFUL

Less than 2 individuals followed the
initiator within 5 min.

MOVEMENT COMPLETED

No individuals joined the movement
within 5 min.

FAN

Individual B, when individual B follows
individual A within the first 180 s of
movement during at least 10% of
movements individual A is involved in.
Calculated through the addition of
percentages of time above 10% in which
all focal individuals followed individual
A.
Calculated through addition of
percentages of time above 10% in which
individual A followed all focal
individuals.

FANDOM
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APPENDIX C
Half Weight Index and Eigenvector Centrality Coefficient

Through SOCPROG 2.7 (Whitehead, 2009), we used group movement data and
affiliative data to calculate the Half Weight Index (HWI) as below:
HWIAB = X/(X+YAB+0.5(YA+YB))
where X is the association strength or the number of times individual A and B both
participated in the movement. YAB is the number of times one individual participated in
the movement or interaction while the other did not. YA is the number of times
individual A participated in a movement or interaction and YB is the number of times
individual B participated in a movement or interaction (Cairns & Schwager, 1987). The
result of the HWI is a continuum of zero to one where zero shows the individuals were
never associated during movement or interactions and one shows the individuals always
associated during movement or interactions (Sueur & Petit, 2008).
HWI matrices were used to calculate an Eigenvector Centrality Coefficient
(ECC) for each individual. ECC measures how closely associated an individual is to
other individuals in the network. A high ECC represents an individual who is connected
to many individuals or is connected to others that are highly central (Newman, 2004;
Whitehead, 2008).
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APPENDIX D
Temporal Analysis – July and August

Fan (W = 477, P = .001) and fandom (W = 467.5, P = .003) values differed
temporally between July and August. All questions were therefore analyzed and
addressed for totals, July and August data. Temporal analysis was eliminated from the
journal article due to no differences in interpretation of data.
Fans and Fandom
The weighted fan rate varied greatly with values as high as 185% in July and
159% in August and as low as 0% in all periods. Individuals displaying the highest fan
rates varied temporally, with YH and TH having the highest rate overall, YCY and YH
in July and YCY in August (Table 2, Figure 7). The weighted fandom rate varied with
rates as high as 119% overall, 143% in July and 199% in August and a rate of 0% for
many individuals in all time periods. YXX and TG displayed the highest rates of
fandom in all periods (Table 2, Figure 8).
Fans/Fandom and Efficiency
There was no significant relationship between July fans and efficiency (R² = 0.041, df = 1,23, P = 0.8135) or July fandom and efficiency (R² = 0.002, df = 1,23, P =
0.32). No significant relationship was found between August fans and efficiency
(Spearman’s rank correlation: Rs = -0.034, df = 24, P = 0.85). A slight positive
correlation between efficiency and August fandom existed, although not significant (Rs
= 0.357, df = 24, P = 0.078).
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Figure 7. Distribution of fans for adult and subadult Tibetan macaques of the YA1 group. Fans were
weighted and calculated through the addition of percentages of time above 10% in which all focal
individuals followed individual A.
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Figure 8. Distribution of fandom for each adult and subadult Tibetan macaque of the YA1 group.
Fandom was weighted and calculated through the addition of percentages of time above 10% in which
individual A followed all focal individuals.
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Structural Equation Modeling
In July, YH, YRQ and TXH were the most central (0.4, 0.36, 0.36) and DS and
BT were the least central (0.01, 0.02). In August, TXH and HH were the most central

Eigenvecotr Centrality Coefficient

(0.39, 0.37) and HT and YZ were the least central (0, 0.01) (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Eigenvector centrality coefficient calculated through use of affiliative behaviors for each adult
and subadult of the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques. These data are arranged by dominance from left to
right.

When calculating ECC through use of movement data, in July, BT and YCL
were the most central (0.41, 0.38) and DS was the least central (0). In August, TR and
TRY were also the most central (0.41, 0.38) and TH was the least central (0) (Figure
10).
When investigating the variation of fans within the system in July, satisfactory
fit criteria existed using both affiliative and movement data. The movement data model
was a better fitting model (χ² = 0.271, df = 3, P = 0.965, AIC = 36.372, Figure 9). The
affiliative model was dropped. There was significant positive direct effects of sex on
maternal kinship (R = 0.51, P = 0.002) and sex on fans (R = 0.45, P = 0.009).
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Figure 10. Eigenvector centrality coefficient calculated through use of movement data for each adult and
subadult of the YA1 group of Tibetan macaques. These data are arranged by dominance from left to right.

We found a strong, but non-significant positive effect of dominance on fans (R =
0.312, P = 0.071) and a strong, non-significant negative effect of age on fans (R = 0.327, P = 0.051). Sex (R = 0.423, dominance (R = 0.32) and age (R = -0.284) had
strong total effects on fans, while centrality(R = 0.04) and maternal kinship (R = 0.001)
had weaker total effects. 46% of the variation in July fans was explained by the model
(R = 0.358) (Figure 11). When investigating the variation of fandom within the system
using July data, satisfactory fit criteria existed using both affiliative and movement data.
There was no difference in the fit criteria or AIC values between the models (χ² = 0.271,
df = 2, P = 0.873, AIC = 38.271, Figure 12). To be consistent, the affiliative model was
dropped. We found significant positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship (R =
0.511, P = 0.002), and dominance on fandom (R = 0.563, P < 0.001). Additionally, a
significant negative effect of age on fandom existed (R = -0.339, P = 0.045). There was
a strong, non-significant negative effect of age on maternal kinship (R = -0.302, P =
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0.066). Dominance (R = 0.545) and age (R = -0.305) had the strongest total effects on
fandom.

Figure 11. Structural equation model of July life history and sociality variable effects on fans built using
movement data (χ² = 0.271, df = 3, P = 0.965). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
correlations within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed=negative, solid=positive).
Standardized correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed
above each measured variable. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were
significant positive effects of sex on maternal kinship and sex on fans. Sex, dominance and age best
explained the variation in fans in July.

Maternal kinship (R=0.199), sex(R=0.091) and centrality (R=-0.05) had weaker
total effects on fandom. 42% of the variation in fandom in July was explained by the
model (R²=0.419) (Figure 12). When investigating the variation of fans within the
system using August data, satisfactory fit criteria existed using both affiliative (χ² =
4.497, df = 7, P = 0.721) and movement data (χ² = 0.271, df = 2, P = 0.873). The
movement data model was a better fitting model (AIC = 38.271) than the affiliative data
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model (AIC = 46.497), the affiliative model was dropped. There were significant
positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship (R = 0.511, P = 0.002), sex on fans (R
= 0.648, P < 0.001) and dominance on fans (R = 0.399, P = 0.01). We found a strong,
non-significant negative effect of age on maternal kinship (R = -0.302, P = 0.066). Sex
(R = 0.54) and dominance (R = 0.42) had the strongest total effects on fans in August
while maternal kinship(R = -0.16), centrality (R = 0.07) and age (R = -0.065) had
weaker total effects on fandom in August. Forty-eight percent of the variation in
fandom in July was explained by the model (R² = 0.483) (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Structural equation model of July life history and sociality variable effects on fandom built
using movement data (χ² = 0.271, df = 2, P = 0.873). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
correlations within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed=negative, solid=positive).
Standardized correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed
above each measured variable. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were
significant positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship and dominance on fandom and a significant
negative effect of age on maternal kinship. Dominance and age best explained the variation in fandom in
July.
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Figure 13. Structural equation model of August life history and sociality variable effects on fans built
using movement data (χ² = 0.271, df = 2, P = 0.873). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
correlations within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed=negative, solid=positive).
Standardized correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed
above each measured variable. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were
significant positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship, sex on fans and dominance on fans. Sex and
dominance best described the variation in fans in August.

When investigating the variation of fandom within the system using August
data, satisfactory fit criteria existed using both affiliative and movement data. No
difference was found in model fit between affiliative and movement data (χ² = 0.271, df
= 2, P = 0.873, AIC = 38.271). To be consistent, the affiliative model was dropped.
There were significant positive direct effects of sex on maternal kinship (R = 0.511, P =
0.002) and dominance on fandom (R=0.49, P=0.004). We found a negative relationship
between age and maternal kinship (R = -0.302, P = 0.033) and a strong non-significant
relationship between age and fandom (R = -0.297, P = 0.089). Dominance (R = 0.498),
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age (R = -0.306) and maternal kinship (R = 0.271) display strong total effects on
fandom while sex (R = 0.077) and centrality (R = 0.03) display weaker effects on
fandom in August. 39% of the variation in fandom in July was explained by the model
(R² = 0.385) (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Structural equation model of August life history and sociality variable effects on fandom built
using movement data (χ² = 0.271, df = 2, P = 0.873). Boxes represent measured variables, arrows show
correlation within the model and are scaled to effect size (dashed=negative, solid=positive). Standardized
correlative path coefficients show estimated effect sizes. Percent variance (R²) is displayed above each
measured. Starred pathways were significant (*< 0.05, **< 0.01). There were significant positive direct
effects of sex on maternal kinship and dominance on fandom. Dominance, age and maternal kinship best
described the variation in fandom in August.
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